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		In the nearly 10 years since the first edition was published, there have been substantial alterations in practice patterns in pediatric pathology, primarily as a result of the role that health-maintenance organizations have had in determining where the pediatric patient will be treated. As more of these patients are managed in community and general hospitals, the Ð²Ð‚ÑšgeneralÐ²Ð‚Ñœ pathologists have found that their practice has at times, taken on an appearance more like that of the traditional pediatric pathologist in the setting of a children's hospital. We hope this reference will provide a source for all those who may find themselves challenged, regardless of the practice settings, by the pathology of infants and children.

	
		 

	
		With the addition of chapters on the Role of the Pediatric Pathologist and on Techniques in Pediatric Pathology, along with revisions (including thousands of new references) of all of the other chapters, we feel that this book will also serve the full-time pediatric pathologist in academic medical centers and children's hospitals.








	This newly revised Second Edition has been reorganized to emphasize the practical aspects of pediatric pathology. The two-volume text is separated into two easy-to-follow sections, General Pathology and Organ System Pathology. Includes up-to-date coverage on AIDS, new diagnostic techniques, etiologic agents and drug reactions, and tumors. Nearly 1,200 illustrations supplement the text. This one-of-a-kind preeminent reference is a must for both practitioners and students who are connected with the practice of pediatric pathology.
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Professional iPhone and iPad Database Application Programming (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2010

	A much-needed resource on database development and enterprise integration for the iPhone


	An enormous demand exists for getting iPhone applications into the enterprise and this book guides you through all the necessary steps for integrating an iPhone app within an existing enterprise. Experienced iPhone developers will learn...
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Don't Give Me That Attitude!: 24 Rude, Selfish, Insensitive Things Kids Do and How to Stop ThemJossey-Bass, 2004
Does Your Child Have Attitude?
	Does your kid never take no for an answer and demand things go his way?
	Do her theatrics leave you drained at the end of the day?
	Are you resorting to bribes and threats to get your kid to do chores?
	Does he cheat, complain, or blame others for his...
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Essential C++Addison Wesley, 1999
For the practicing programmer with little time to spare, Essential C++ offers a fast-track to learning and working with C++ on the job. This book is specifically designed to bring you up to speed in a short amount of time. It focuses on the elements of C++ programming that you are most likely to encounter and examines features and techniques that...
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On Law and Reason (Law and Philosophy Library)Springer, 2008
This is an outline of a coherence theory of law. Its basic ideas are: reasonable support and weighing of reasons. All the rest is commentary.
These words at the beginning of the preface of this book perfectly indicate what On Law and Reason is about. It is a theory about the nature of the law which emphasises the role of reason in the law and...
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Computational Geometry and Computer Graphics in C++Prentice Hall, 1995

	Our principal objective in this book is to describe some basic problems that arise in computer graphics and computational geometry and to present some practical and relatively simple methods for solving them. In these pages we will not attempt a comprehensive survey of these fields. Rather, we will cover a number of core problems and...
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Caution! Wireless Networking: Preventing a Data DisasterJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Sure you’re vulnerable. 
     Now here’s what you do about it
Calm down. There are definite dangers associated with wireless networking, but you hold the antidote in your hands. This guide, written by a respected security consultant, separates the genuine threats from the hype and hysteria. Then it tells you how to guard...
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